BETTER DATA MATTERS.

VulnDB® – Vulnerability Intelligence
It’s a fact – no technology is 100% secure. Even the most carefully designed products are under stress
from constantly evolving cyber threats. Despite billions spent on traditional, reactive security
measures, the number of exploitable software vulnerabilities continues to grow.
Why VulnDB?
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Risk Based Security’s VulnDB provides the richest, most complete vulnerability intelligence available
to help you address points of risk across your organization – from application development and IT to
security operations, vendor risk management and procurement. VulnDB’s timely, high quality,
actionable data on all of the latest-known vulnerabilities enables informed decision-making critical to

reporting to prioritize risk

building, buying and maintaining the most secure systems for your business. With over 79,000

remediation of your most

additional vulnerabilities not found in the frequently relied-on Common Vulnerabilities and

critical assets
• Better identify and manage

Exposures (CVE) database, VulnDB intelligence strengthens security for all of your vulnerability
management initiatives.

the highest risk vendors
across your value chain

DEVELOPERS: MANAGE 3RD PARTY RISKS HIDING IN YOUR APPLICATIONS
It’s standard practice for application developers to integrate third party libraries and other Open
Source Software (OSS) into applications that are internally deployed or externally sold. While there
are big efficiency benefits in communal code sharing, unknown vulnerabilities lurk in those libraries,
putting your applications at risk. With over thousands of OSS vendors and products monitored,
VulnDB delivers the most comprehensive third-party library and OSS vulnerability data available.
THE SECURITY TEAM: CIRCUMVENT SCANNING’ S SHORTCOMINGS
While scanning tools can capture installed devices through point-in-time snapshots, they rely on
properly designed signatures from known vulnerabilities to identify your risks. With most scanning
tools relying on CVE for vulnerability intelligence, depending on a scan to identify infrastructure risks
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places your organization at a disadvantage. VulnDB evolves your vulnerability remediation approach,
arming you with fast, current insights about all of the vulnerabilities associated with the technologies
Over 244,000 vulnerabilities
tracked, representing 57,000
products & 27,000 Vendors
Your only source for
Vulnerability Timeline and

in your environment. VulnDB’s extensive metadata helps you prioritize the vulnerabilities that need
to be most quickly addressed and allows you to stay current with email alerts easily created through
the VulnDB Portal.
PROCUREM ENT AND V ENDOR RISK MANAG EMENT: KNOW WHAT YOU’RE BUYING

Exposure Metrics (VTEM)
Five-Star rating system ranks
software products and
publishers
Over 79,000 vulnerabilities
NOT found in CVE/NVD
Continual updates by an
expert research team
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VulnDB’s extensive vulnerability, product and vendor metadata is the basis for our best-in-class FiveStar vendor rating system, Vulnerability Timeline and Exposure Metrics. VTEM is VTEM framework
defines vulnerability timeline tracking and provides metrics to assist organizations in evaluating
software vendors and products while providing insight into potential exposure. For higher-risk
technologies already in your infrastructure, our ratings data lets you quickly know where to prioritize
both vendor risk management and remediation efforts.

Flexible Access to VulnDB Intelligence
Derived from a proprietary search engine and daily analysis of thousands of vulnerability sources,
VulnDB provides more than sixty unique, up-to-the-moment data points, such as cross-referenced
vulnerability IDs, vendor, product, library, attack type, exploit, impact, location, solution, disclosure
dates, CVSS score and specific references. Choose the access method that best suits your needs:
1. SaaS Portal. Our AWS-based SaaS Portal provides fast data access with no hardware or software
installation required. Drill down on specific vendors for vulnerability data and key metrics,
comparing and avoiding risky technologies or vendors with poor track records.
2. Alerts. Use the Portal to set real-time My Alerts – available through email or Slack channel – to
stay on top of the latest-breaking vulnerability intelligence. Instant awareness means faster time to
remediation action and lower risk to your business.
3. Data. Opt for a direct data feed using our Representational State Transfer (RESTful) APIs. With
more than two dozen customizable APIs to choose from, you can download our partial or entire
vulnerability database, then integrate data where you need it. VulnDB maps to all the leading tools
like Archer, Service Now, Splunk, ITIL ticketing, Asset Management/CMDB, SIEM solutions, and
even to internally developed tools. This ready integration eliminates scan duplication, reduces risk
and shortens time to resolution.
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